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Kossuth Statues and Sites:

- Cleveland, OH, September 27, 1902 (Toth Andras)
- New York, NY, March 15, 1928
- Algona, Iowa, 2001
- Kossuth Bust - Washington D.C., Capitol Rotunda, March 15, 1990 (Csaba Kur)
- Bronze Plaque - Lafayette Square in New Orleans, LA (on 150th anniversary of the visit of Kossuth to New Orleans - Bertalan Andrasfalvy) (Thanks to members Louisiana Hungarians)
- Kossuth Monument - St. Louis, MO (Alex Finta)
- Kossuth Relief - Kossuth House, Hungarian Reformed Federation (HRFA), Washington D.C. (Alexander Bodo)
- Kossuth Relief and Plaque - City Hall of Columbus, OH
- Kossuth Villages in PA, IN, MS, OH

Petofi Statues

- Petofi Bust - Cleveland, OH, 1930 (Alex Finta)
- Petofi Statue - Buffalo, NY

Joseph Pulitzer

- Pulitzer Bust - Columbia University, NY (A. Rodin)
- Pulitzer Bust - Jefferson Memorial, St. Louis, MO (A. Rodin)
- Pulitzer Statue - Statue of Liberty, NY

Col. Mihaly de Kovats and other Militaria

- Statue, Plaque and Kovats Field - The Citadel, Military Academy, SC
- Colonel Kovats Statue - Hungarian Embassy - Washington D.C.
- Colonel Kovats Relief - City Hall, Trenton NJ (Alex Finta)
- Colonel Kovats Statue - Cincinnatti Society's Anderson house (Alex Finta)
- Major Zagonyi Marker - Springfield, MO, May 6, 1931
- Captain John Smith Relief - Jamestown, VA
- Honor Roll of Veterans - Calvin United Church of Christ, Fairfield CT
- Arlington National Cemetery - Colonel Pomutz Obelisk
Bela Bartok

- Bartok Bela Plaque - NY
- Bela Bartok - Cultural Gardens, Cleveland, OH
- Bela Bartok Plaque - Katonah, NY

Commemoration of the 1956 Revolution

- Boston, MA - Freedom Square (Gyuri Hollosi)
- Denver, CO - 1956 Statue and Square
- Erie, PA - Memorial and square (Thanks to to v. Juhasz Ferenc, AHF VP)
- Bridgeport, CT - Statue
- Fairfield, CT - Memorial Plaque in Town Hall (2003)
- Berkeley Springs, WV – Campgrounds, Plaque, Cemetery, Church (TX to Mrs. 'Sally' Gyorki and Ft Vitez Baan OFP)
- Toronto, CAN – 1956 Memorial Park and Statue. (The first one in the Americas)
- Los Angeles, CA – 1956 Memorial Statue (Arpad Domjan 1966) (TX to Czene Ferenc and LA Hungarians)
- Miami, FL – First Hungarian Church of Christ, Church Stained Glass Collection
- New York, NY- Plaque at East River and 92nd Street
- Passaic, NJ – 1956 statue
- Lorantffy House, Akron, OH - 1956 Plaque
- North Olmstead, OH - plaque, cemetery (Thanks to Dobolyi Arpad & Juhasz Ferenc AHF VP)
- New Orleans, LA - 1956 statue/plaque in New Orleans
- Loraine, OH - Memorial under construction
- Camp Kilmer – 1956 plaque (now in New Brunswick)
- Cleveland, OH - Mindszenty statue and square
- New Brunswick, NJ - Mindszenty statue and square
- Miami, FL - Mindszenty Street (27th Street, NW) (Thanks to Sandor Tarr, Honorary Consul)

Hungarian Contributions to Society and Misc.

- “The Contribution of Hungarians to the Historical and Cultural Development of America” by Richard W. Aros. The inscription on the pedestal of the Statue of Liberty, NY
- Hungarian Monument - at Hungarian Cemetery, North Olmstead, OH, 1986 (Gyuri Hollosy)
- Franz Liszt Relief - Cultural Gardens – Cleveland, OH
- Sandor Remenyik Relief - Cultural Gardens – Cleveland, OH
- Endre Ady - Cultural Gardens – Cleveland, OH
- Imre Madach - Cultural Gardens – Cleveland, OH
- St. Stephen of Hungary - St. Louis, MO (F. Varga)
- St. Elizabeth statue - St Elizabeth of Hungary Roman Catholic Church, Pompano Beach, FL
- Darr Mine Disaster Marker - near Van Meter, PA
- Kalassay Drive - Street Marker - Entrance to the Bethlen Home, Ligonier, PA, September 1986
- 1956 Revolution Plaque - Lorantffy House, Akron, OH
- Istvan Paramenius de Buda Plaque, Lorantffy House, Akron, OH, (1983 on 400th Anniversary of his death by Csaba Kur)
- Hungarian Park, PA  (with Bell and its stand from the Hungarian Church in Alliance, OH)
- Francis Pavics for Moon Rover - Ford Museum, Detroit, MI
- Joseph Galamb for the first Ford Carburetor and the running of the first production line in the Ford factory, designed Model T. Chief Engineer of Ford for decades - Ford Museum, Detroit, MI
- Ignacz Semmelweis Statue - Hall of Immortals, Chicago, IL (Edward Chessiwug)
- Ignacz Semmelweis Painting - International Surgeons Hall of Fame, Chicago, IL - a museum of surgery and related medical discoveries.
- Peter Goldmark Office, developer of LP records and modern color television at CBS - Stamford CT
- Denes Gabor Office, father of holography and Nobel Laureate - Disney World Computer Center, Orlando FL
- Toth Peter (56) had created American Indian totem poles from wood in each and every State of the Union
- Szilard, Compton, Fermi and Wigner Painting, drawn with carbon from the reactor - University Chicago - The Chicago Pile, December 6, 1942.
- Haraszty Memorial plaque, “Father of California Viticulture” - Sonoma, CA
- Haraszy Statue - Buena Vista, CA (Alex Finta)
City Name and Billboard about Hungarian Settlers - Arpadhon (Albany) LA
Szonyi Marble Bust - Stanford University - Hungarian born mathematician in front of Department of mathematics

Locations with Hungarian Names

- Agár, SD
- Árpádhon (now Albany), LA 70711
- Budapest, GA (no longer in use)
- Balaton, MN 55624
- Buda, IL
- Buda, TX
- Harasztysville (now Sauk City), WI 53583
- Imlay, Nevada
- Kaposvár, Saskatchewan, Canada
- Kossuth, PA 17112
- Kossuth, IN
- Kossuth, MS 39346
- Kossuth County, IA
- Kossuth, OH
- Koszta, IA
- Kossuthville, FL
- New Arad, IA
- New Buda (now Davis City), IA 50065
- Rombauer, MO
- Szántoville, VA
- Tolna, ND
- Vidor, TX
- Beky Drive, Trenton, NJ
- Don Shula Highway - Miami, FL
- Duka Avenue, Fairfield, CT
- Fejervári Park, Davenport, IA
- Iván Törs Street, North Miami, FL (NE 6th Ave at 125th Street)
- Kalllassay Drive, Ligoneer, PA
- Katona Drive, Bridgeport CT
- Kossuth Avenue, St. Louis MO
- Kossuth Street, Baltimore, MD
- Kossuth Street, Columbus, OH
- Kossuth Street, Bridgeport, CT
- Kossuth Street, Bronx, NY
- Kossuth Street, Cleveland, OH
- Mindszenti Street (NW 27th Street), Miami, FL
- Timko Street, Fairfield CT
- Vécsey Park, Fairfield CT
- Veres Street, Bridgeport CT
- Zágonyi Park, Springfield, MO

International Memorials and Place Names

- Budapest, Hungary - statue/plaque at the Chain bridge in Buda by Ocsay Karoly
- Eger, Hungary - Granite Wall to the Victims of 1956
- Korvin Koz, Budapest, Hungary - statue of the young freedom fighter
- Technical University, Budapest, Hungary - Plaque for the Martyrs of 1956, in the University's Aula.
- Budapest, Hungary - Mansfeld Peter Statue
- II kerulet, Budapest, Hungary - Veronika Park
- XIII kerulet, Budapest, Hungary – Statue Park, granite obelisk
- XIII kerulet, Budapest, Hungary – Statue Park, Plaque of martyrs (October 23, 2000)
- Beng Jensen Memorial Stone - Copenhagen, Danmark
- Eszterháza, Saskatchewan, Canada
- Kaposvár, Saskatchewan, Canada
- Avenida Hungaria, Montevideo Uruguay
- Magyar Street, Rodosto, Turkey
- Rakoczy-Quelle, Bad Kissingen, Bavaria
- Cape Pest (Ferenc Jozsef Land)* Austrian vignette
- Cholnoky Peak (Tiensan)
- Almásy Dzsebel (Libyan Desert)
- Lóczy Mountains (Tiensan)
- Reg. Aut. Maghara (Danesti, Magherani, TGMures)
- Teleki Valley (Kenya)
- Teleki Volcano (Kenya)
- Uhersky Brod, Czech Republic - Stamps
- Uhersky Hradiste, Czech Republic - Stamps
- Zichy Ódön Island (Ferenc Jozsef Islands)
- Zsigmondy Glacier (New Zealand)
- Zsigmondy Peak (Zillertail Alps)
- Zsigmondy Hutte (Zillertail Alps)
- Zsigmondy Pass (Daphine Alps)